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HIGHLIGHTS OF THIS ISSUE
In this issue, we briefly update our existing themes. We then present Foie Gas, our
spotlight piece, which focuses on the sector implications from the shale gas
revolution.
• Over the past month, the market has been telling us that we have been
unnecessarily circumspect in our views about the overall risk direction. We believe
that early signs from the fixed income market tell us to keep the conservative faith.
• Despite horrible economic data, the European markets are telling us to ignore
them. In terms of spreads, there is likely more compression ahead. Leading
indicators are corroborating this stance. Greece, an extreme case, is a good
example of this dichotomy.
• In our Foie Gas spotlight piece, we focus on the beneficiaries from the potential
capital spending programs that support the structural story of energy sector
restructuring in the US, as well as the sectors that are heavy energy users and
benefit the most from lower energy prices, such as chemical companies.
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•

The present document serves solely informatory purposes with regard to the development and impact of general macroeconomic data and
does not constitute a fulfillment of a contractual or other obligation of the Bank towards existing or potential clients deriving from an
existing agreement for the provision of investment services of any kind, including the services of reception and transmission of orders,
execution of orders, portfolio management or provision of investment advice, nor does it constitute a proposal for negotiation or entering
into a relevant contract or assuming a future obligation by the Bank, in particular, it does not create the obligation of the Bank to
constantly update, renew or adopt in any way the present document to new market conditions,

•

The present document does not constitute or implicitly substitutes a personal recommendation to existing or potential investors for the
purchase, sale, subscription, redemption, exchange, retention of a specific financial instrument or the exercise of any right a specific
financial instrument grants for the purchase, sale, subscription, exchange or redemption of a financial instrument and thus, it cannot be
considered as provision of “investment advice” under the definition of article 4 para. 1 of Law 3606/2007 and the relevant decisions of the
Hellenic Capital Market’s Commission,

•

The present document does not constitute an investment strategy proposal addressed to the public (“analysis”) which recommends directly
or indirectly an investment strategy in relation to one or more financial instruments of specific issuers under the definition of article 14 of
Law 3340/2005 and the relevant decisions of the Hellenic Capital Market’s Commission,

•

The Bank has made every effort possible for the purposes of drafting the present based on trustworthy sources and information, in no case
though, do the Bank, its directors, managing directors and employees guarantee explicitly or implicitly and assume any liability for the
accuracy, completeness or correctness of such information. Furthermore, the content of the present document may be amended at any time
at the discretion of the Bank

•

The Bank, its directors, managing directors and employees, do not undertake, regardless from the circumstances, any liability for any
investment strategy, transaction or investment pursued on the basis of the present document,

•

The reproduction or communication in any way of the present to third parties without the consent of the Bank is prohibited.
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